CREATIVE WRITING NO. 5

Rowing

What you will need:
• paper and pen.

What to do:
1. Look at this series of photos.
2. Brainstorm on a piece of paper or in your book everything that you already know about rowing or the sea.
3. Write what you See, Think and Wonder about these photos.

| See: oars | Think: It is hard staying upright. | Wonder: I wonder … if it is easier with two rowers. |

4. Use the photos, the See, Think, Wonder list and your brainstorming to write a paragraph about what the rowers do next or what they are thinking about.

What learning is happening:
• connecting to your prior knowledge
• generating ideas and thinking about what features of language makes text informative
• developing and extending vocabulary.

Links to more information:
• Learning at home on the Department of Education website

1 www.education.tas.gov.au/parents-carers/learning-at-home/